
EVENT BINDER
Customizing your event binder

When planning an event, there are many organizational factors that come into play in order to track event
details. Throughout my experience as an event planner, I created my own personalized event binder that
includes all information for my clients event(s). This binder is used for Day-of coordination and really keeps
me on top of every single detail when coordinating each element of the event(s). In addition to this binder, I
also keep what I reference as my Event Bible which houses all paperwork and information for every
prospective and booked client I work with. Below is how I organize my event binder. 

Cover

Contents

Client Contract

Diagrams

Vendor Contracts

Final F&B Menu

Guest List

Transportation

Signage

Create a branded cover page with your name. If this is for a business, use your name, title, business
name, and logo. In bold letters, title your binder. Below are the tabs you will want to create to
separate all paperwork for organizational purposes. Page 2 shows a preview of how I set up my cover
page.



CLIENT CONTRACT
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Signed Client Contract

This may come without saying, but I am going to say it anyways. Get your
contracts signed! This could be one of the most important things you do with
your client. Beyond this, ensure your contract terms and conditions are attached
to your event contract and have those signed in conjunction with the contracted
services. In the end, a simple signature will protect you. It's as easy as that. I will
say it again, get your contracts signed!

Now that you have a signed contract, print it out and place it in your event binder under the Client
Contract tab. This should be the first document you see when you open up your event binder. When
meeting with your client and vendors you will need to reference the contract. 

Here is an example of how I would
set up my cover. Simple and
straight to the point. Easy to read.
If somebody happened to find it
(which they shouldn't - this binder
should be in your line of sight or
your hands at all times) they would
know exactly who it belongs to.

Note: you do not want anyone but you
and your staff using this binder as there is
confidential information enclosed as well
as contract terms and pricing that should
stay between you and the
client/vendors/etc. 
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Layouts and Diagrams 

The next important document(s) you want listed are your layouts and diagrams
of spaces that will be utilized for your event(s). It is important to have these
close by as you will need to discuss these with your client, vendors, and the
venue. You will oversee the set up and breakdown and need to ensure vendors
are setting up elements in the proper spaces and positions.

Here is a sample diagram for a Holiday
Ball. More often than not, you will
understand what each element
represents. If not, simply write a note
next to it (i.e bar, buffet, DJ, entrance,
etc.). Depending on which program you
use to create the diagram, they may
have icons to describe the element,
similar to the sample diagram provided.

SAMPLE
Make sure to include event information
on the diagram: Event Name, Event
Location, Event Date, Event Time. If
you are using event software, the
program will automatically populate it
when downloading the diagram.  
 
Note: when utilizing event diagram
software, the program will ask for
space dimensions. This is helpful when
trying to create a more realistic layout.
The program will automatically
populate a measurement key (shown
on diagram) to easily estimate
measurements of each element.
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Signed Vendor Contracts and Information

The size of your event as well as your event budget, will really determine how
many vendors you book. Either way, you will want to develop an effective and
efficient method for keeping track of vendor files. Within this tab, you want to
ensure you have printed copies or originals of the following documentation:

Signed Vendor Contracts

Similar to the client contract, you need to ensure all vendor contracts are
signed. If they are not signed, technically you did not book the services.
Therefore, if the vendor does not show up, it is on you. Protect yourself
and ensure all contracts are signed and dated.

The first document you want to see
when flipping to this tab is your
overall vendor contact sheet. This
includes:

Vendor Contact Sheet Vendor Name 
Services Quoted/Booked
Quantity
Quote
Deposit
Remaining Blance Due
Quote/Pending/Booked Notation
Day-of Contact Information
Any other related notes

If you have booked musical entertainment (DJ, band, etc.), make sure to include a
list of songs. If the client did not request a particular genre of music or song list,
then have the vendor send you an estimated song list. Ensure the songs are
appropriate for the event(s).

Musical Entertainment
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Final Food and Beverage Menu

Your food and beverage menu(s) will change throughout the planning process.
The catering company or venue will require a final menu by a specific date and
within a certain time frame prior to the event date. These deadlines will vary
from vendor to vendor. Regardless, by your deadline, you need to ensure you
have collected and communicated all allergies and dietary restrictions. The
caterer or venue will need these restrictions and who they are associated with in
order to provide the best service and avoid any potential hazards.

Get creative with your menus. This is an additional element to your place settings. Spice it up with
elegant fonts and creative designs.

There are many ways to decorate the
food and beverage menu. You can
utilize online tools or hire a graphic
designer (or calligraphist) to create
one for you!

Make sure to include the following documents in
this section of your binder: 

Final F&B Menu 
Guest List with Allergies & Dietary Restrictions
Seating Chart (with guest placement if required)
Food timelines (which is not always necessary,
particularly if you are hosting a buffet)
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Guest List

A guest list is important for a variety of reasons. If coordinating transportation,
you will need a guest list for arrivals and departures. The guest list is required if
you have a registration table for a major conference. If setting up seating
arrangements, you will need a guest list to notate where individuals will be
seated. The list goes on. As the RSVPs start coming in, create your guest list
and update it as you receive more RSVPs.  
 
If you have a website where guests will send RSVPs, you may have the
fortunate opportunity to simply pull the data. If so, plan to pull the data once per
week to update your guest list. 

Make sure to include the following information. The more information you include, the better. The guest
list comes in handy when speaking with the client and event staff about specific guests during the
duration of the event(s).

Including arrival and departure dates are important
when trying to find when the guest is arriving and

departing. Make sure your guest list is in
alphabetical order, not by arrival/departure date

and time. This will make searching for a guest
much easier and quicker.  

 
If guests are being grouped into shuttles for

arrivals and departures, include a section on the
guest list for which vehicle and time of pickup that

guest will be joining.

If you are not separating guests into groups, you
do not need to include that section. Customize
your guest list to suit your event needs. Each
event will be different and will require different
information.  
 
Dietary restrictions are a must! If the guest does
not have a dietary restriction, simply leave the
section blank or write "n/a". Always make sure to
check with guests about dietary restrictions to
avoid any incidents. Prepare, prepare, prepare.
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Booked Transportation & Manifest

Transportation is another animal in and of itself. There are many moving
parts when booking and coordinating transportation. If you are working
with a large group, say over 100 attendees, I suggest hiring a
transportation consultant who can coordinate for you. It will save you time
and resources to allocate to major parts of the event -- the fun parts!

Here is an example of how I create
transportation manifests for clients. This is
an example of arrival and departure
assignments for scheduled vehicles
picking guests up at the airport and
departures back to the airport.

Other types of transportation manifests will
include:

Site visits with a client
Offsite activities 
Offsite meals

Make sure to leave ample time between
each pickup and drop off for the drivers.
Guests should not wait any longer than
15-20 minutes for a pickup when arriving
at the airport.

Make sure to organize the manifest by
arrival/departure date and then time of

arrival/departure. Do not organize in
alphabetical order as the guests need to be

grouped by date and time.

Flights
Shuttles 
Tours
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Extra Signage

Extra signage includes things like:

Registration table signage 
Directional signage
Bus or other transportation signage
Charging station signage
F&B table signage
and more!

Remember, these are only duplicates of signage
that you already have posted. In carrying around
extra signage, you save yourself time in going to
print more signage if signs have been damaged

or not placed in time. 

Additionally, you can keep blank sheets of
papers with a permanent marker if a new sign
needs to be made in a short amount of time.
Always keep scotch tape with you as you will
need some type of adhesive to hold the signs in
place.

TIP: always keep extra signage with your clients group name on it. You will need these to
place on booked transportation vehicles, staff will need these signs to hold when trying to
rally the guests together for activities, venue staff may want to place them in areas that
are restricted only for your clients group, and more! More often than not, you will have

professional signage with your clients group name placed around the venue(s). However,
when you need those last minute signs that can't be printed in 5 minutes you will want

these extra signs you have printed as emergency backup.
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Remember, planning and preparation is key in this industry. Start putting together your event binder about
one week before the event(s) begin. If you work in the corporate world, you will utilize this binder during
pre-conference meetings. You will most likely meet with the client prior to the start of event(s) as well. Your
event binder will be used for many purposes 1 week prior and throughout the duration of your event(s). 
 
Insert as much information as possible into this binder and know that the documents can always be
updated should you and the client, vendors, or venue make any adjustments or changes.  
 
I like using a colored durable 2" 3-ring binder to ensure I have enough space for all documents and any
other pieces I feel I need to carry around with me during the event(s). As you use and customize your event
binder, you will start to understand what works and what doesn't work for you. This is your personal event
binder. If you are an iPad kinda planner, save your files electronically to your iPad. It will be less you have
to carry around and is environmentally friendly! Do what works for you.
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Happy Planning!


